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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works to alleviate
suffering for all and referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the Iraqi government We are also
an auxiliary body to government when responding to humanitarian needs including the Mosul liberation operation
beside our heading and membership of different committees inside Iraq that involved in the humanitarian response
.However, we maintain our independence from authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan
organization. our interventions alleviate the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since
1932

Happy Mother's day
19th -20th March 2017
The IRCS send our greeting and pride to all mothers' worldwide especially Iraqi mothers for their love and sacrifices in their day and
wishing beautiful peaceful future
The past two-day's activities as listed below

The IRCS Salahaddin, Mosul, Missan, Basra, Babel and IRCS/HQ
Aqrab Checkpoint
1. 192 person evacuated by our ambulances to the neighboring hospital
2. 8750 hot meals distributed to the families
3. Ready meals pack total of 750 distributed
The Camps
1. Producing and distribution of 60000 fresh bread distributed to 6000 families at Madraj, Tel-Sebat ,Jada'a and Hamam Al-Alil
beside aqrab check point
2. Our water purification unit produces 2m3/h daily and distribute in Madraj camp
3. Medical cases 310 cases treated in our clinic in Madraj camp with the Danish RC
4. 2000 relief pack distributed to the families (each pack with food basket and 35 Kg rice ) with the ICRC in Haj Ali camp
5. Health team

Primary psychosocial support to 425 person

First aid services 430 person

The IRCS Erbil with Karbala Branches
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Jama kur camp received 11 new families
120.000 fresh bread distributed in the camps
Distribution of 2500 hot meals with the BCF
320 relief pack in Hasan shame of (one food basket ,35Kg rice, kitchen set and hygiene set ,2 Jerri can, kettle, 6 blankets, stove
,thermos ,tarpaulin and 2towel)ICRC items
Distribution to the families of Jama Kur 450 cloth boxes with the Turkish RC
Distribution 754,000Liter of potable water from M40 unit to the camps
Total of 952 Medical cases treated as :510 at Qatar RC , 210 at Hasan Shame night shift and 232 cases in the family clinic with
Danish RC
The IRCS health teams delivered

2first aid lectures to 50 people

Psychosocial support program to 514 children.108 families and 66 young men

The health promotion and personal hygiene to 388 people of different age group.

The IRCS Duhook Branch
Inside Telkaif: the families of al haqool received 115 pack (each pack of hygiene set and 5 water bottle each of 17
liter) with the French and German RC
The health team delivered psychosocial support to 15 adult and open day to 35 children
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